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Your new door look  
in a flash:
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Take the door off the frame. Place the door on 
trestles or a table. Remove the door handle 
assembly and clean the surface with spirit or 
window cleaner removing any residues.

Position the DooRs&MoRe sheet on the door 
panel so that it protrudes on all 4 sides and 
use masking tape to fix one half in 3 places 
(see arrows).

Peel the backing film off the one half of 
DooRs&MoRe that is not fixed to the door 
panel. Lay that portion of the DooRs&MoRe 
sheet onto the fixed half.

Cut off the peeled off backing film without 
damaging DooRs&MoRe.

starting at the centre of the door, evenly  
press DooRs&MoRe onto the door surface 
using a felt edge squeegee or a soft cloth. 
Gluing corrections are possible.

Release the corners fixed with masking tape 
and place them onto the portion that has 
already been glued on. Remove the remainder 
of the backing film.

Again, starting at the centre of the door,  
press DooRs&MoRe onto the door panel 
with an even swiping motion.
 

Cut off the protruding margins and cut out 
the area of the door handle assembly of the 
DooRs&MoRe sheet using a knife or cutter. 
Tip: small air bubbles can be pierced with a 
needle and then smoothed out. Done!

	 Our	tips:
-  Lay out the motive on a flat surface at room  
 temperature for 24 hours before application.
-  Use a table or trestles for even easier application.
-  Remove the door handle assembly before  
 application.
-  Application by two people is easier.

Note:
The product can be cleaned with a damp 
cloth. DooRs&MoRe can be removed 
without residue within 2 years. We accept 
no liability for gluing errors.

The motives for DooRs&MoRe (91cm x 211cm)  
are optimised for doors made to DIN 18101, 
however, application is also possible on all other 
smooth, clean and dry surfaces. For all other 
surfaces, we recommend performing an adhesion 
test beforehand.
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